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Level-one representations of the quantum affine superalgebra Uq@gl(Nˆ uN)# asso-
ciated with the appropriate nonstandard system of simple roots and q-vertex opera-
tors ~intertwining operators! associated with the level-one modules are constructed
explicitly in terms of free bosonic fields. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~99!02111-8#
I. INTRODUCTION
The algebraic analysis approach1,2 based on quantum affine algebra symmetries enables one
not only to solve massive or off-critical integrable models directly in the thermodynamic limit but
also to compute their correlation functions3 and form factors4 in the form of integrals by applying
the techniques similar to those used so successfully in the critical cases ~see, for example, Ref. 5!.
The key components behind this method are infinite dimensional highest weight representations of
the quantum affine algebras and the corresponding q-vertex operators6 which are intertwiners of
these representations. As in the critical cases, this procedure requires the explicit construction of
the highest weight representations and vertex operators in terms of free bosonic fields.
By now, the level-one representations and vertex operators have been constructed in terms of
free bosons for most quantum affine bosonic algebras ~see, e.g., Refs. 7–12!. In contrast, much
less has been known for the case of quantum affine superalgebras. For the type I quantum affine
superalgebra Uq@gl(Mˆ uN)# , MÞN , the level-one representations and vertex operators have been
investigated in Ref. 13 ~see Ref. 14 for a level-k free boson realization of Uq@sl(2ˆ u1)#). In
particular, the level-one irreducible highest weight representations of Uq@gl(2ˆ u1)# were studied in
some details and the corresponding characters were derived.13 These representations have been
re-examined and used to compute the correlation functions of the q-deformed supersymmetric t
2J model in Ref. 15.
So far in the literature, the very interesting case of M5N has been largely ignored. The only
exception is16 where the special case of M5N52 was treated and the type I vertex operators
involving infinite dimensional evaluation ~or level-zero! representations were also constructed for
this special case. By contrast, we shall consider the general M5N case and investigate both type
I and type II vertex operators with respect to finite dimensional evaluation modules. The M5N
case is interesting since it seems to us that Uq@gl(Nˆ uN)# is the only untwisted superalgebra which
has a nonstandard system where all simple roots are odd or fermionic. It also seems to be the only
superalgebra where a vertex type quasi-Hopf twistor can be constructed17 and thus the correspond-
ing elliptic quantum supergroup Aq ,p@gl(Nˆ uN)# can be introduced.
In this paper, we construct a level-one representation of Uq@gl(Nˆ uN)# by bosonizing the
Drinfeld generators. We also construct the vertex operators associated with the level-one repre-
sentations in terms of the free bosonic fields.
It should be pointed out that the M5N case, treated in this paper, is more complicated than
the MÞN case considered in Ref. 13. For the M5N case, the Cartan matrix is degenerate, i.e., not
invertible. As is well known, the invertibility of Cartan matrix is essential in the construction of
vertex operators. We overcome this problem by enlarging the Cartan subalgebra in an appropriate
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way. Moreover, we shall work in a nonstandard system of simple roots, in contrast to Ref. 13 in
which a standard system was used. Then our method is a generalization and modification of that
used in Ref. 13. We also remark that the ideas in the present paper is applicable to the study of
higher level vertex operator representations of quantum affine superalgebras.
The layout of this paper is the following. In Sec. II, we describe the Drinfeld realization18 of
Uq@gl(Nˆ uN)# in the nonstandard system of simple roots and determine the ‘‘main terms’’ 19 in the
coproduct formulas of the Drinfeld generators. In Sec. III, we derive the 2N-dimensional evalu-
ation ~or level-zero! representations of Uq@gl(Nˆ uN)# . In Sec. IV, we investigate the bosonization
of Uq@gl(Nˆ uN)# and construct an explicit level-one representation in terms of free bosonic fields.
Section V is devoted to the study of the bosonization of the level-one vertex operators.
II. QUANTUM AFFINE SUPERALGEBRA UqglNˆ zN
As is well-known, a given Kac–Moody superalgebra20 allows many inequivalent systems of
simple roots. A system of simple roots is called distinguished if it has minimal odd roots. Let $a i ,
i50,1,...,2N21% denote a chosen set of simple roots of the affine superalgebra gl(Nˆ uN). Let ~,!
be a fixed invariant bilinear form on the root space. Let H be the Cartan subalgebra and through-
out we identify the dual H* with H via ~,!. As is shown in Ref. 17, gl(Nˆ uN) has a simple root
system in which all simple roots are odd ~or fermionic!. This system can be constructed from the
distinguished simple root system by using the ‘‘extended’’ Weyl operation21 repeatedly. We have
the following simple roots, all of which are odd ~or fermionic!
a05d2e11e2N ,
a l5e l2e l11 , l51,2,...,2N21 ~II.1!
with d, $ek%k51
2N satisfying
~d ,d!5~d ,ek!50, ~ek ,ek8!5~21 !
k11dkk8 . ~II.2!
Such a simple root system is usually called non-standard. The generalized symmetric Cartan
matrix (aii8) takes the form
a01[~a0 ,a1!521, a0,2N21[~a0 ,a2N21!51,
all8[~a l ,a l8!5~21 !
l11~d l ,l8212d l ,l811!, l ,l851,2,...,2N21. ~II.3!
This Cartan matrix is degenerate. To obtain a nondegenerate Cartan matrix, we extend Ref. 22 H





In the following, we denote by H˜ the extended Cartan subalgebra and by H˜ * the dual of H˜ . The
enlarged Cartan matrix has the following extra matrix elements:
a2N ,2N[~a2N ,a2N!50, ai ,2N[~a i ,a2N!52~21 ! i11. ~II.5!
Let $h0 ,h1 ,. . . ,h2N ,d% be a basis of H˜ , where h2N is the element in H˜ corresponding to a2N
and d is the usual derivation operator. We shall write hi5a i (i50,1,...,2N) with a i given by
~II.1!, ~II.4!. Let $L0 ,L1 ,. . . ,L2N ,c% be the dual basis with L j being fundamental weights and c
the canonical central element. We have17
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~21 !k11ek , ~II.6!
where i50,1,...,2N21.
The quantum affine superalgebra Uq@gl(Nˆ uN)# is a quantum ~or q-! deformation of the
universal enveloping algebra of gl(Nˆ uN) and is generated by the Chevalley generators $ei , f i qh j,
dui50,1,...,2N21, j50,1,...,2N%. The Z2-grading of the Chevalley generators is @ei#5@ f i#51,
i50,1,...,2N21 and zero otherwise. The defining relations are
hh85h8h , ;hPH˜ ,
qh jeiq2h j5qai je i , @d ,ei#5d i0ei ,
qh j f iq2h j5q2ai j f i , @d , f i#52d i0 f i ,
@ei , f i8#5d ii8
qhi2q2hi
q2q21 ,
@ei ,ei8#5@ f i , f i8#50, for aii850,
@@e0 ,e1#q21,@e0 ,e2N21#q#50,
@@el ,el21#q~21 !l ,@el ,el11#q~21 !l11#50,
@@e2N21 ,e2N22#q21,@e2N21 ,e0#q#50,
@@ f 0 , f 1#q21,@ f 0 , f 2N21#q#50,
@@ f l , f l21#q~21 !l ,@ f l , f l11#q~21 !l11#50,
@@ f 2N21 , f 2N22#q21,@ f 2N21 , f 0#q#50, l51,2,...,2N22. ~II.7!
Here and throughout, @a ,b#x[ab2(21) @a#@b#xba and @a ,b#[@a ,b#1 . The fourth order q-Serre
relations are obtained by using Yamane’s Dynkin diagram procedure.23
Uq@gl(Nˆ uN)# is a Z2-graded quasitriangular Hopf algebra endowed with the following co-
product D, counit e and antipode S:
D~h !5h ^ 111 ^ h ,
D~ei!5ei ^ 11qhi ^ ei , D~ f i!5 f i ^ q2hi11 ^ f i ,
e~ei!5e~ f i!5e~h !50,
S~ei!52q2hiei , S~ f i!52 f iqhi, S~h !52h , ~II.8!
where i50,1,...,2N21 and hPH˜ . Notice that the antipode S is a Z2-graded algebra antihomo-
morphism. Namely, for any homogeneous elements a ,bPUq@gl(Nˆ uN)# S(ab)
5(21) @a#@b#S(b)S(a), which extends to inhomogeneous elements through linearity. Moreover,
S2~a !5q22raq2r, ;aPUq@gl~Nˆ uN !# , ~II.9!
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~21 !kek , ~II.10!
which coincides with r¯ , the half-sum of positive roots of gl(NuN) in the present simple root
system. The multiplication rule on the tensor products is Z2-graded: (a ^ b)(a8^ b8)
5(21) @b#@a8#(aa8^ bb8) for any homogeneous elements a ,b ,a8,b8PUq@gl(Nˆ uN)# . We can also




L i1jNL2N , ~II.11!
which gives the principal gradation
@ r˜ ,ei#5ei , @ r˜ , f i#52 f i , i50,1,...,2N21. ~II.12!
In ~II.11!, j is an arbitrary constant.
Uq@gl(Nˆ uN)# can also be realized in terms of the Drinfeld generators18 $Xm6 ,i , Hnj , q6H0
j
, c
dumPZ, nPZ2$0%, i51,2,...,2N21, j51,2,...,2N%. The Z2-grading of the Drinfeld generators
is given by @Xm
6 ,i#51 for all i51,...2N21, mPZ and @Hn
j #5@H0
j #5@c#5@d#50 for all j
51,...,2N , nPZ2$0%. The relations satisfied by the Drinfeld generators reads ~see Refs. 23, 24








































































#q~21 !l11#50, l52,...,2N22, ~II.13!









j z7nD . ~II.14!










1 , j!p1fl~q2H0j cn1 , j!pn,
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2 , j!p1fl~qH0j c2n2 , j!pn.
~II.15!



























@@fl@@X211 ,1 ,X01 ,2#q21,X01 ,3#q , . . . ,X01 ,2N22#q21,X01 ,2N21#q . ~II.16!
The coproduct of the Drinfeld generators is not known in full. However, for our purpose it
suffices to derive the ‘‘main terms’’ 19 in the coproduct formulas. We have













^ q ~m2k !cXk














^ q ~k2n !cX2n














^ q ~1/2!~k2n !ccn2k






















^ q ~1/2!nc1q ~3/2!nc ^ Hn




^ q2~3/2!nc1q2~1/2!nc ^ H2n
i mod N2 ^ N1 , ~II.17!
where N6 and N6
2 are the left ideals generated by Xl6 ,k and Xl6 ,kXl8
6 ,k8
, k, k851,...,2N21; l,
l8PZ, respectively.
Remark: ~i! We do not write down the formulas for D(H6n2N ) because they are not needed in
this paper. D(H6n2N ) can be determined by requiring that D preserves the commutation relations
~II.13!. ~ii! Modulo N1 ^ N21N2 ^ N1 , the elements c6n
















^ q ~3/2!~k2n !cc2k
2 ,i
. ~II.18!
Define the Drinfeld currents or generating functions,
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X6 ,i~z !5 (
nPZ
Xn
6 ,iz2n21, c6 , j~z !5 (
nPZ
cn
6 , jz2n. ~II.19!
In terms of these currents, ~II.13! read
c6 , j~z !c6 , j8~w !5c6 , j8~w !c6 , j~z !,
c1 , j~z !c2 , j8~w !5
~z2wqc1a j j8!~z2wq2c2a j j8!
~z2wqc2a j j8!~z2wq2c1a j j8!
c2 j8~w !c1 , j~z !,
c1 , j~z !X6 ,i~w !5q6ai j
z2wq7~c/2!7ai j
z2wq7~c/2!6ai j
X6 ,i~w !c1 , j~z !,
c2 , j~z !X6 ,i~w !5q6ai j
z2wq6~c/2!7ai j
z2wq6~c/2!6ai j
X6 ,i~w !c2 , j~z !,
@X1 ,i~z !,X2 ,i8~w !#5
d ii8
~q2q21!zw S dS wz qcDc1 ,i~wq ~c/2!!2dS wz q .2cDc2 ,i~wq2~c/2!! D ,
X6 ,i~z !X6 ,i8~w !1X6 ,i8~w !X6 ,i~z !50, for aii850,
~z2wq6aii8!X6 ,i~z !X6 ,i8~w !1~zq6aii82w !X6 ,i8~w !X6 ,i~z !50,
$@@X6 ,l~z1!,X6 ,l21~z !#q~21 !l ,@X6 ,l~z2!,X6 ,l11~w !#q~21 !l11#%1$z1↔z2%50, l52,3,...,2N22.
~II.20!
These current commutation relations can be derived from the super version24,25 of the RS algebra26
by means of the Gauss decomposition technique of Ding and Frenkel.27
III. LEVEL-ZERO REPRESENTATION
We consider the evaluation representation Vz of Uq@gl(NudN)# , where V is an 2N-dimensional
graded vector space with basis vectors $v1 ,v2 ,. . . ,v2N%. The Z2-grading of the basis vectors is
chosen to be @v j#5@(21) j11#/2. Let e j , j8 be the 2N32N matrices satisfying (e j , j8)kk8
5d jkd j8k8 or equivalently ei , jvk5d jkv i , ~which implies that for any operator A its matrix ele-
ments A j ,i are defined by Av i5A j ,iv j). In the homogeneous gradation, the Chevalley generators
on Vz are represented by
ei5ei ,i11 , f i5~21 ! i11ei11,i , i51,2,...,2N21,
hi5~21 ! i11~ei ,i1ei11,i11!, h2N5 (
k51
2N
~21 !k11ek ,k ,
e05ze2N ,1 , f 052z21e1,2N , h052e1,12e2N ,2N . ~III.1!
Let V*S be the left dual module of V , defined by
~av*!~v !5~21 !@a#@v*#v*~S~a !v !, ;aPUq@gl~NudN !# , vPV ,v*PV*. ~III.2!
Namely, the representations on V*S are given by
pV*S~a !5pV~S~a !!
st
, ;aPUq@gl~NudN !# , ~III.3!
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where st denotes the supertransposition defined by (Ai , j)st5(21) @ j #(@ i#1@ j #)A j ,i . Note that in
general ((Ai , j)st)st5(21) @A#Ai , jÞAi , j . Let Vz*S be the 2N-dimensional evaluation module corre-
sponding to V*S. On Vz*
S
, the Chevalley generators are represented by
ei52~21 ! iq ~21 !
i
e i11,i , f i52q ~21 !
i11
ei ,i11 , i51,2,...,2N21,
hi5~21 ! i~ei ,i1ei11,i11!, h2N5 (
k51
2N
~21 !kek ,k ,
e05zqe1,2N , f 05z21q21e2N ,1 , h05e1,11e2N ,2N . ~III.4!
Proposition 2: The Drinfeld generators are represented on Vz by
Hm















~y1~ l21 !~12qm!!~e2l21,2l211e2l ,2l!G ,
H0




~21 !k11ek ,k ,
Xm
1 ,i5~qxiz !mei ,i11 , Xm



















~2y*1~ l21 !~12q2m!!~e2l21,2l211e2l ,2l!G ,
H0




~21 !kek ,k ,
Xm
1 ,i52~21 ! iq ~21 !
i
~q2xiz!mei11,i , Xm
2 ,i52q ~21 !
i11
~q2xiz!mei ,i11 , ~III.6!
where i51,...,2N21, xi5( l51
i (21) l115@(21) i1111#/2 and y, y* are arbitrary constants.
IV. FREE BOSON REALIZATION AT LEVEL ONE
























,Qcl8#5d ll8 . ~IV.1!
The remaining commutation relations are zero. Introduce the currents
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i ln q . ~IV.3!
We make a basis transformation and express An
j and QA j in terms of a new set of bosonic
oscillators $an
j
, Qa ju j51,2,...,2N% as
An










QAi5~21 ! i11~Qai1Qai11!, QA2N5(
l51
2N
~21 ! l11Qal, ~IV.4!
where i51,...,2N21 and $an
j










,Qa j8#5~21 ! j11d j j8 . ~IV.5!
Now we state our main result in this section on the free boson realization of Uq@gl(NudN)# at level
one.






















Y 1 ,2k21~z !5ec
k~z !
,












Y 2 ,2k~z !52Y 1 ,2k21~z !52ec
k~z !
, k51,2,...,N . ~IV.7!
Proof: We prove this theorem by checking that they satisfy the defining relations ~II.20! of
Uq@gl(NudN)# with c51. It is easily seen that the first two relations in ~II.20! are true by con-
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It is easily shown that
Z1 ,i~z !Z1 ,i8~w !55
:Z1 ,i~z !Z1 ,i8~w !: for aii850 and i<i8,
2:Z1 ,i~z !Z1 ,i8~w !: for aii850 and i.i8,
~z2q21w !:Z1 ,i~z !Z1 ,i8~w !: for aii851 and i,i8,
2~z2q21w !:Z1 ,i~z !Z1 ,i8~w !: for aii851 and i.i8,
~z2q21w !21:Z1 ,i~z !Z1 ,i8~w !: for aii8521,
~IV.9!
Z2 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !55
:Z2 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii850 and i<i8,
2:Z2 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii850 and i.i8
~z2qw !:Z2 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii851 and i,i8,
2~z2qw !:Z2 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii851 and i.i8,
~z2qw !21:Z2 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii8521,
~IV.10!
Z1 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !55
:Z1 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii850 and i<i8,
2:Z1 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii850 and i.i8,
~z2w !21:Z1 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii851 and i,i8,
2~z2w !21:Z1 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii851 and i.i8,
~z2w !:Z1 ,i~z !Z2 ,i8~w !: for aii8521.
~IV.11!
We have similar formulas for Z1 ,i8(w)Z1 ,i(z), Z2 ,i8(w)Z2 ,i(z), and Z2 ,i8(w)Z1 ,i(z).
We now compute operator products Y 1 ,i(z)Y 1 ,i8(w) and Y 1 ,i(z)Y 2 ,i8(w). It is easily seen
from the definition of Y 6 ,i(z) that the nontrivial products are those corresponding to i5i8 and
aii851. Note that aii851 whenever i52k21, i852k ~or i52k , i852k21) where k51,2,...,N
21. The corresponding operator products are




















Y 1 ,2k21~z !Y 2 ,2k~w !52~z2w !:Y 1 ,2k21~z !Y 2 ,2k~w !:














k~qw !: !. ~IV.12!
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Since Y 1 ,2k(z)5Y 2 ,2k21(z) and Y 2 ,2k(z)52Y 1 ,2k21(z), the products Y 1 ,i(z)Y 1 ,i(w) and
Y 6 ,i(z)Y 7 ,i(w) can be deduced from ~IV.12!. For example,











By means of ~IV.9!, ~IV.11!, ~IV.10!, and ~IV.12! we can show that the last three relations in
~II.20! are satisfied by ~IV.7!. For instance,
@X1 ,2k~z !,Z2 ,2k21~w !#52
1
zw~q2q21!2
















V. BOSONIZATION OF LEVEL-ONE VERTEX OPERATORS
In this section, we study the level-one vertex operators6 of Uq@gl(NudN)# . Let V(l) be the
highest weight Uq@gl(NudN)#-module with the highest weight l. Consider the following intertwin-
ers of Uq@gl(NudN)#-modules:2
Fl
mV~z !: V~l!→V~m! ^ Vz , ~V.1!
Fl
mV*~z !: V~l!→V~m! ^ Vz*S , ~V.2!
Cl
Vm~z !: V~l!→Vz ^ V~m!, ~V.3!
Cl
V*m~z !: V~l!→Vz*S ^ V~m!. ~V.4!
They are intertwiners in the sense that for any xPUq@gl(NudN)# ,
J~z !x5D~x !J~z !, J~z !5FlmV~z !, FlmV*~z !, ClVm~z !, ClV*m~z !. ~V.5!
These intertwiners are even operators, that is their gradings are @Fl
mV(z)#5@FlmV*(z)#
5@Cl
Vm(z)#5@ClV*m(z)#50. According to Ref. 2, FlmV(z) (FlmV*(z)) is called type I ~dual!
vertex operator and Cl
Vm(z) (ClV*m(z)) type II ~dual! vertex operator.

















v j* ^ Cl , j
V*m~z !. ~V.6!
Then the intertwining property ~V.5! reads in terms of components,
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( Fl , jmV~z !x ^ v j~21 !@v j#@x#5( x ~1 !Fl , jmV~z ! ^ x ~2 !v j~21 !@v j#@x~2 !#,
( Fl , jmV*~z !x ^ v j*~21 !@v j*#@x#5( x ~1 !Fl , jmV*~z ! ^ x ~2 !v j*~21 !@v j*#@x~2 !#,
( v j ^ Cl , jVm~z !x5( x ~1 !v j ^ x ~2 !Cl , jVm~z !~21 !@v j#@x~2 !#,
( v j* ^ Cl , jV*m~z !x5( x ~1 !v j* ^ x ~2 !Cl , jV*m~z !~21 !@v j*#@x~2 !#, ~V.7!
where we have used the notation D(x)5(xx (1) ^ x (2) and the fact that the vertex operators are
even which implies @Fl , j
mV(z)#5@Fl , jmV*(z)#5@Cl , jVm(z)#5@Cl , jV*m(z)#5@v j#5@(21) j11#/2.
Introduce the even operators f(z), f*(z), c(z), and c*(z),
f~z !5(j51
2N
f j~z ! ^ v j , f*~z !5(j51
2N
f j*~z ! ^ v j* ,
c~z !5(j51
2N
v j ^ c j~z !, c*~z !5(j51
2N
v j* ^ c j*~z !. ~V.8!
The grading of the components is given by @f j(z)#5@f j*(z)#5@c j(z)#5@c j*(z)#5@(21) j
11#/2. Now we state
Proposition 3: Assume that the operators f(z), f*(z), c(z), c*(z) satisfy the intertwining
relations (V.7). Then the operators f(z) and c(z) with respect to Vz are determined by the
components f2N(z) and c1(z), respectively. With respect to Vz*S , the operators f*(z) and
c*(z) are determined by f1*(z) and c2N* (z), respectively. More explicitly, we have for l
51,2,...,2N21,
~21 ! lf l~z !5@f l11~z !, f l#q~21 !l ,
@f l~z !, f l#q~21 !l50,
@fk~z !, f l#50, kÞl ,l11, ~V.9!
q ~21 !
l11
f l11* ~z !5@f l*~z !, f l#q~21 !l11 ,
@f l11* ~z !, f l#q~21 !l1150,
@fk*~z !, f l#50, kÞl ,l11, ~V.10!
c l11~z !5@c l~z !,el#q~21 !l11 ,
@c l11~z !,el#q~21 !l1150,
@ck~z !,el#50, kÞl ,l11, ~V.11!
~21 ! l11q ~21 !
l
c l*~z !5@c l11* ~z !,el#q~21 !l ,
@c l*~z !,el#q~21 !l50,
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@ck*~z !,el#50, kÞl ,l11. ~V.12!
Next we determine the relations of the components f2N(z), f1*(z), c1(z), c2N* (z) and the
Drinfeld generators. By means of proposition 1 and the intertwining relations, we have
Proposition 4: For f(z) associated with Vz ,
@f2N~z !,X1 ,i~w !#50,
qhif2N~z !q2hi5q2d i ,2N21f2N~z !,
@Hn
i














2hi5qd i ,1f1*~z !,
@Hn
i










for c(z) associated with Vz ,
@c1~z !,X2 ,i~w !#50,
qhic1~z !q2hi5q2d i ,1c1~z !,
@Hn
i














2hi5qd i ,2N21c2N* ~z !,
@Hn
i






,c2N* ~z !#5d i ,2N21q
2~3/2!n @n#q
n
z2nc2N* ~z !. ~V.16!
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In order to obtain bosonized expressions of the vertex operators, we introduce the following

















































, i ,i851,2,...,2N21. ~V.18!
Introduce the currents,






Now we state our main theorem in this section on the bosonic realization of the operators
f(z), f*(z), c(z), and c*(z) at level one. Thanks to the previous propositions, we only need to
determine one component for each operator and the other components are represented by the
integral of the currents.













































Proof: This theorem is proved by checking that the construction satisfies all the intertwining
relations.
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Remark: The following inverse elements of the extended Cartan matrix are needed to deter-





















We are now in a position to state the following result:
Proposition 5: The vertex operators Fl
mV(z), FlmV*(z), ClVm(z), and ClV*m(z), if they exist,
have the same bosonized expressions as the operators f(z), f*(z), c(z), and c*(z), respec-
tively.
This proposition follows immediately from the fact that the formers and the latters obey the
same intertwining properties. Identifying Fl
mV(z), FlmV*(z), ClVm(z), and ClV*m(z) with f(z),
f*(z), c(z), and c*(z), respectively, then the bosonic realization of the vertex operators is
easily seen to be given by propositions 3, 4 and theorem 2.
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